Let G be a semisimple algebraic group over C, and B a Borel subgroup of G. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G that contains B. Denote by W the Weyl group of G with respect to a fixed maximal torus T c B, and let W P a W be the Weyl group of P. We denote the set of minimal representatives of W/Wp by W p . For coeW p , X(co) denotes the Schubert variety in G/P corresponding to co. X(co) is the Zariski closure of the B-orbit of a unique T-fixed point e w of G/P. We call e w 'the centre' of X(a)). Our conventions for labelling the simple roots in W are the same as in [1] .
construction to obtain resolutions of Schubert varieties in any G/P and address the question as to which of them are small. Existence of Schubert varieties for which the known procedures of desingularisations do not yield small resolutions have been observed earlier (see [7] ). However, to the best of our knowledge, examples of Schubert varieties not admitting any small resolutions at all are not to be found in the literature. In Theorem 1.2 below we give examples of such varieties in Sp(2n)/Q for every parabolic Q c P n . Here P n denotes the maximal parabolic obtained by omitting the root a n . Our proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on the following observation. If p : X -> X is a resolution of a normal irreducible variety then by Zariski's Main Theorem, the fibre p~1(x) over any singular point x of X , has positive dimension. Therefore, any normal irreducible variety X with codimension 2 singular locus cannot have any small resolution. Using [6] we exhibit Schubert varieties with codimension two singular loci.
Let G = Sp(2n, C) or S0(2n, C), and let P = P n . Recall, from [5] , that the Schubert varieties in Sp(2n, C)/P are indexed by Uo<r<n^n,r where The main results of this paper are The above theorems are proved in §4.
Actually, we construct small resolutions for a larger class of Schubert varieties than that considered in Theorem 1.1. See Theorem 4.2 for the precise statement. Incidentally Theorem 1.2 shows that the condition "A, < n -r" in Theorem 1.1 (i) cannot be dispensed with in general.
This paper-and in particular our proof of Theorem 1.1 -was inspired by the work of Zelevinskii [7] .
In our future work we plan to investigate the existence of small resolutions for Schubert varieties in the case of exceptional groups.
§2. Bott-Samelson Resolution
Let G be any semisimple group, Q a parabolic subgroup containing a fixed Borel subgroup B and a maximal torus T c= B.
Let X (A) ci G/Q be any Schubert variety, and let P A be the largest subgroup of G which leaves X(X) invariant for the left action of G on G/Q. Clearly P A is a parabolic subgroup containing B. We refer to P A as the 'stabilizer' of X(X). Note that it is possible to find a parabolic subgroup P c P A and a Schubert sub variety X(A'), A' < /i, such that P^X(/J) = PX(X) = X(X).
Let # 0 = P A nP A '. Then the map n 0 : P A x Ro X(X) -+X(X) given by [#, x] i->#x is surjective and P A -equivariant, but not birational in general. However it is possible to choose P and X < /i such that dimP/R 1 equals the codimension of X(A') in X(X) and so n l : P x Ri X(X) -> X(fy where R l = PflP A , is P-equi variant and birational. For example one can choose A' = s a A for a suitable simple root a and P = P a the minimal parabolic corresponding to the simple root a.
Since any 1 -dimensional Schubert variety is smooth, iterating this construction leads to a P-equivariant resolution where I 1 =1, I 2 = A',-,P (I) c P,,, \<i<r, P (r) = P iP , /?, = P (l) nP w+1) and is smooth.
The above resolution is usually referred to as a Bott-Samelson resolution. When X(X) c G/B such resolutions were obtained by H. Hansen [4] and M. Demazure [2] . When X(X) c G rn is a Grassmannian Schubert variety the small resolutions constructed by Zelevinskii [7] are of the above type. Indeed one can check that his resolutions correspond to choosing P (i) to be equal to the stabilizer of X(X) at each step. In all our applications below it turns out that, as in Zelevinskii's work [7] , at each step one can choose P (i) to be the stabilizer of A', so we can iterate the construction n 0 : P A x RQ X(X) -> X(X) to obtain a desingularization of X(X) which is P A -equivariant.
We need a formula for the^ dimension of the fibre p^Xx) for a given Bott-Samelson resolution p:X(Z)-*X(j^ Suppose that X(X) = P x R X(X) where P = P x c P A , R = R l9 and p': X(X)-+X(X)Js a P'-eq invariant BottSamelson resolution of X(X), P' c P r . Since p:
1 (y) if x and j; are in the same P-orbit. In fact if U is a P-orbit in X(A), then p\p~l(U)\ p~l(U}^ U is a locally trivial bundle, and therefore dimp" 1^) = dimp'^U) -dim U for all xeU. If U denotes the Zariski closure of U a X(X) 9 then U is a P-stable Schubert subvariety of Conversely, if X(r) is a P-stable Schubert subvariety of A" (A), then it is the closure of the P-orbit of e l9 the centre of X(i). We shall denote the dimension of p~1(e r ) by/ p T and the codimension of X(i) in X(A) by codim^i. 
Proof, (a) Let jueS(t, A). Suppose ge^ = e r for some geP. Then, as 17 (T) is the orbit of e r9 it follows that Pe^ = U(i). Hence n(P x ^K^) = U (T).
On the other hand if n[_g, x] = gxG U(T), then clearly ;r(P x R Rx) c [/(T).
Now the Zariski closure #x is a Schubert variety X(cr) c= X(/J) which is K-stable, and Rx = Re ff . Hence there exists an heR such that he a = x, and an element h'eP such that h'x = e r . Thus h'he ff = e r and so PA(cr) = X(i). This proves (a).
Part (b) follows from (a).
To prove (c), note that dim
is a locally trivial bundle, denoting by V(a) the orbit of e a under R we see that P x R p'~l(V(a)) is the total space of a fibre bundle with base space P/R and fibre p'~l(V(a)) and so
or ^6>me jueS(t 9 A), completing the proof. 
(c) above is zero, the max {codim^/T -codim T cr} is attained when dim X(d) -dim X(t)r\X(/J).
Remark 2.3. Since {xGJ^(A)|dim p~l(x) > i} is P-stable, and since there are only finitely many P-orbits, codim {xGX(^)\dimp~1(x) > /} = codim U(i) = codim^i for some P-stable X(i) where dimp" 1^) =/ p<t = /. Therefore, to check smallness of p, it suffices to verify that for each P-stable ^(T), and for each <TES(T, A), codim A /' -codim T cr + f p -tff < i codim A i, for i > 0. It is a well-known fact that, the Schubert subvarieties of SL(n)/P r are indexed by the set I nr = {(A l9 ---,A r )| 1 < A x < ••• < A r < n}. When G = Sp(2n) or SO(2ri), and P = P n , the end parabolic, one identifies W/W P with Uo<r<n^,r in the case G = Sp(2n), and with U 0<f -<n ^n,r i n the case G = S0(2n), as (n -r) -even described in the introduction (cf. [5] ). Thus any Ae/ n r defines a Schubert variety in Sp(2n)/P n , a Schubert variety in SO(2n)/P n if n -r is even, and a Schubert variety in SL(n)/P r if 1 < r < n -1. We denote any one of these varieties by the same symbol X(h) and it will be made explicit which one is meant whenever there is possibility of confusion.
Let 1 < r < n, and let A = (A l5 ---,A,.)e/ n r . A maximal subsequence of A of consecutive integers will be referred to as a 'block' of A. The element el nr is simply the concatenation of the blocks of A. In fact if a ( is the length and k t is the last term of the f th block, then A is determined by the In particular t has at most m blocks.
Proof. Suppose X(i) c X(h)
is P A -stable. Then the existence of the sequence C(T, /I) such as in the corollary follows from Theorem 3.1 and the fact that
0<r<n (n -r) -even
Conversely, suppose (c 1 ,"-,c m ) is a sequence of non-negative integers satisfying the conditions of the Corollary. Then ieW/W Pr in case G = SL(n), and i£W/W Pn in case G = Sp(2n) or S0(2n). From Theorem 3.1 it follows that X(i) is P A -stable, and so we need only show that X(i) c X(X). This follows from the observation that c t being non-negative. 
Proof. From Corollary 3.3, it follows that P A acts transitively on X(X). Hence X(X) is isomorphic to the homogeneous variety PJI^ where / A is the isotropy at e x . In fact for an obvious inclusion of Sp(2(n -r)) (respectively S0(2(n -r))) in Sp(2n) (respectively S0(2n)) one has X(X) ^ Sp(2(n -r))/P n _ r (respectively SO(2(n-r))/P n _ r ).
Similarly one proves X(fj) is smooth.
The next lemma gives a formula for the codimension codim A i for a P A -stable subvariety X(i) c X(X) c= G/P n where G = Sp(2n) or S0(2n). If /, re/ n>d we write X Gr (X) for the Schubert variety X(/.) c SL(n)/P d and we write codimf i for the codimension of ^G r (t) in Jf Gr (A). 1, 2,---,r) . By Corollary 3.5 X(X) is smooth, and using 3.3, we see that PX(X) = X(X). Thus P x R X(l f ) is smooth where P = P A , P' = ?x . R -P A n P; . Consider the morphism p : It is easy to verify that Equation 4.1 is satisfied for A'. Therefore by induction hypothesis, there exists a P A <-equivariant Bott-Samelson resolution p': X(A')->X(A') such that for any P' = P A '-stable subvariety Z(0) c with equality only when 0 = A' .
Lemma 3.6. Let G = Sp(2n) or S0(2n). Suppose X(T) is a P ^-stable subvariety of X(fy c G/P n with depth C(T, A) = (c^-'-jCj. coding T = T(T, /) + q(i, /)
Note that with P -P A , one has PX(A') = X(A). Let K = PnP'. One shows that codim^/T = a i+l bi = dim P/R and hence is a P-equivariant Bott-Samelson resolution. We claim that for the resolution p, and for any P-stable subvariety X(i) c X(X], and for every aeS(i, A), Proof. Let f:X(A)^>X(X) be the map obtained from n:G/Q^G/P n . Since X(A) = n~l(X(ty), and since n is a locally trivial bundle with fibre P n /Q, it follows from 2.4 that X(A) x XW X(X)-^ X(A) is a small resolution, which is clearly P A -equivariant.
We single out an observation made in the introduction for the purpose of possible future reference as a Using the results of [6] we now show that e@ is indeed a singular point of X(A). We follow the notations of [6] . From [6] one knows that dim T eS X(A) = #N(A, 0}. Now, if a = e,. -e fc , 1 <j < k < n, or if a -2 e., 1 <j < n, it is trivial to see that oceJV(Jl 0). An easy calculation shows that 2 e n eN(A, 0). Again, for l<j<k<n, and j < n -1 one can show that €j + e k EN(A, 0). When7 = n -1, k = n, one has r = n, s = n -1, a' k = n 4-2. It follows that condition (b) of Prop. C.I of [6] is satisfied and hence e n _ 1 + e n eN(A, 0}. Thus #N(A, 0) = number of positive roots = dim Sp(2n)/B > dimX(A). Hence the proof.
